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FEATURED PROJECT: ST.PETER CHANEL PRIMARY SCHOOL
Featured this month is a project that encapsulates what we love to do…
We were lucky to have a client that gave us the creative freedom to add a new dimension
to their school through the design and manufacture of a unique water feature.
CLIENT BRIEF: Design & manufacture of a water feature for the front entrance of the
school that was viewable from a various range of angles.
Design to embody the powerful words of the gifts of the Holy Spirit: “Understanding,
Courage, Knowledge, Reverence, Right, Judgement, Wonder & Awe, Wisdom”.
Design to be interesting and inspirational for the young students of the school.
CONCEPT DESIGN: Critical to the design was the use of LICOM76TM which allows for
our designers to create unique shapes & forms normally not achievable through
traditional construction methods. Two circular water features were designed to bring a
bold and powerful visual to the area. Recessed inner circles were created to frame the
feature wording, giving them the impact required to strengthen the area.

MANUFACTURE: LICOM76TM allowed for the features to be set up and fabricated off
site in our Melbourne Factory. This included all the necessary hydraulics,
waterproofing and finishing. The features could then simply be delivered and placed in
position on site, ready for operation.
Dimensions: Troughs 2.4m (L) x 1.2m (W) x 50mm (H) & 2m (L) x 1.15m (W) x 50mm (L)
Circles 2.2m (H) & 1.775m (H)
Finish: solid concrete finish, with brushed stainless steel feature panels and wording in
a 3mm burnt orange acrylic.

INSTALLATION/LANDSCAPE: Plants were chosen to complement the water features
and provide the necessary greenery, which was much needed in this area. Small
shrubs were planted around the base of the water feature to soften the look, whilst
taller plants were utilized to create a backdrop behind the features.

